Lesson 29: Quiz 3 - Make Your Own Metaphors

**Directions:** Make your own metaphors. Compare the item on the left to the one on the right. Remember to think about what that object would do if it were the item you compared it to. Think about what that object would do or feel if it were a person or an animal. Follow the examples.

**Examples:**
The road / a conveyor belt  
**The road was a conveyor belt carrying cars, trucks and buses.**

The trees / soldiers  
**The trees stood at attention, guarding the area from invaders.**

1. The snow / a mother

2. The train / snake

3. The telephone / dentist's drill

4. My favorite chair / an old friend

5. The photograph / ghost
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6. The insects / computer game

7. The wind / an animal

8. The trunk in the attic / a storybook